Gimballed Cooker Housing for Built-In Electric Appliances

One Cooker Box for Gas, Electric or Mixed Fuel options.
Anticipating the trend towards electric cooking and customisation on larger cruising yachts we have designed a new gimballed cooker housing. Its width matches that of our Ocean Chef XL gas cooker and now gives you a simple and cost effective way to offer your customers a wide range of galley options with minimal re-design to your galley layout.
The fully gimballed cooker housing is made to the same high standards as our gas cookers - using 304 grade stainless steel throughout - to give a consistent look to your galleys. Depending on the gimbal space available there are 2 height options. All are ready to accept a wide range of appliances from Miele, including induction hobs and steam-combi ovens.

Miele
IMMER BESSER

4 Zone Ceramic Hob and Combination Microwave (model XLBIMW)
- Appliance height : 450mm
- 4 zone Ceramic Hob. Touch Control
- Microwave Oven with Grill.
- Weight : 43 kg complete
- Cooker box dimension : W620mm H450mm D575mm Top (D472mm at base)

4 Zone Hob and Compact Oven (model XLBICOM)
- Appliance height : 535mm
- 4 zone Ceramic, Induction or Modular Gas Hob
- Compact Oven Size (choice of Multifunction Oven, Combination MW, Steam Combination Oven)
- Choice of Miele appliances
- Weight : 18 kg nett
- Cooker box dimension : W635mm H535mm D575mm

XLBICOM US (version for US market 60Hz appliances)
- Cooker box dimension : W687mm (727mm inc Gimbal) H565mm D615mm

Kind permission of Solaris Yachts

1. Splashback
2. Removable Sea-rails with pan clamps
3. Integrated harbour lock
4. Heavy duty gimbal mount